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CYCLIC DIRECTED TRIPLE SYSTEMS

CHUNG JE CHO, YONG-HYEON HAN AND SI-Ho KANG

1. Introduction

In what follows an ordered pair will always be an ordered pair (x, y)
where ."C '* y. A directed triple is a collection of three ordered pairs of
the form {(x, y), (x, z), (y, z) 1 that we will always denote by [."C, y, z].
A directed triPle system D),(v) is a pair (V, B) where V is a set of v
elements and B is a collection of directed triples of elements of V(called
blocks) such that every ordered pair of distinct elements of V belongs
to exactly A blocks of B. At first, Hung and Mendelsohn [5J introduced
directed triple systems D),(v) with A=1. However, in the case A>l we
call those directed triple systems as well. It is well known [5J that a
D),(v) with A=l exists if and only if v--o or l(mod 3). The spectrum
D),(v) for every A is Av(v-1)==O (mod 3) which is determined by
Seberry and Skillicorn [8]. A directed triple system D). (v) is said to
be cyclic if it admits an automorphism a consisting of a single cycle of
length v, and a is called a cyclic automorphism. Colbourn and Colbou
rn [3J showed that a cyclic D).(v) with A=l exists if and only if v
I, 4 or 7 (mod 12).

In this paper we obtain the necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of cycle D). (v) for every A.

An(A, k)-system(a(B, k)-, aCe, k)-, and a(D, k)-system, respectively)
[7J is a set of ordered pairs {(a" br) Ir=1, 2, "', k} such that br-ar=

r for r=l, 2, ''', k, and Ur-lk{ar, br} = {l, 2, "', 2k} (= {I, 2, "', 2k-1, 2k
+1}, = {I, 2, "', k, k+2, "', 2k+1}, and= {l, 2, "', k, k+2, "', 2k,
2k+2} , respectively). An (A, k)-system and a (B, k)-system are essent
ially the same as a Skolem k-sequence and a hooked Skolem k-sequence,
respectively [6,9]. It is well known that an (A, k)-system (a (B, k)-,
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a (C, k)-, and a (D, k)-system, respectively) exists if and only if k == 0
or'l (mod 4), (k == 2 or 3 (mod 4), k == 0 or 3 (mod 4), and k== 1
or 2 (mod 4), k*l, respectively) (see [6,7,9J). An (E,k)-system is
a set of ordered pairs {(ar>br) Ir=I,2, "',k} such that br-ar =r for
r = 1,2, "', k. and Ur=l {ar, br}= {t,2. "', (k+ 1) /2-1, (k+ 1) /2+1,
..., 2k+l}. An (E, k)-systen exists if and only if k == 1 (mod 2) [IJ.

A triple system S;.(v) is a pair (V, B) where V is a set of v elements
and B is a collection of subsets of three elements of V (called triples)
such that every unordered pair of two distinct elements of V belongs to
exactly A triples of B. Hanani [4J determined the existence of S;.(v)
for every A. Cyclic S;. (v) for every A were settled by Colbourn and
Colbourn [2].

THEOREM 1.1 ([2J). A cyclic S;.(v) exists if and only if
(i) A== 1, 5, 7, 11 (mod 12) and v == 1, 3 (mod 6) or
(ii) A== 2,10 (mod 12) and v == 0,1,3,4,7,9 (mod 12) or
(iii) A== 3, 9 (mod 12) and v == 1 (mod 2) or
(iv) A== 4,8 (mod 12) and v == 0, 1 (mod 3) or
(v) A== 6 (mod 12) and v == 0,1,3 (mod 4) or
(vi) A== 0 (mod 12) and v~3,

except for A=I,2 and v=9.

2. Cyclic Directed Triple systems D;. (v)

Throughout this paper, we will assume the set of elements of our
cyclic D;.(v) to be V=Zv, the group of residue classes of Z(the set of
all integers) modulo v, and the corresponding cyclic automorphism to
be «=(O..•v-l).

For a fixed block h=[x,y,zJ, define the set

C(b) = {[x+i, y+i, z+iJ li=O, 1, ... , v-I},

where additions are taken modulo v. A collection of starter blocks for a
cyclic D;.(v) with blocks B is a subcollection S of B for which {blbEC
(s), sESJ =B. A basic necessary condition for the existence of cyclic
D;.(v) jgC'Av(v-I)= 0 (mod 3), since this is the spectrum for D;.(v). Note
the cyclically shifted blocks of a block [x, y, zJ are distinct. So, for
each~block b in a cyclic D;.(v) , we have IC(b) I=v. It is a trivial
exercise to see that if (V, B) is a D;.(v) then IBI =Av(v-I)/3. Thus,
a stronger necessary condition for the existence of cyclic D;. (v) is A(v-
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1) - 0 (mod 3). If we regard each directed triple [x, y, zJ as a set {x,
y, z} of three elements, then the existence of a D;.(v) implies the exist
ence of a triple system 82;, (v). Finally, we have the following necessary
condition for the existence of cyclic D;. (v) by Theorem 1. 1.

LEMMA 2. 1. If there exists a cyc'ic D;. (v), then
(i) A== 1, 5 (mod 6) and v == 1, 4, 7 (mod 12) or
(ii) A== 2, 4 (mod 6) and v == 1 (mod 3) or
(iii) A- 3 (mod 6) and v - 0, 1, 3 (mod 4) or
(iv) A==° (mod 6) and v~3.

It is obvious to see that the existence of cyclic D). (v) implies the
existence of cyclic Dn ;. (v) for every positive integer n. So it is enough
to construct cyclic D;. (v) for the following values of A and v:

(i) A= 1 and v == 1, 4, 7 (mod 12),
(ii) A=2 and v -10 (mod 12),
(iii) A=3 and v == 0, 3, 5, 8, 9,11 (mod 12),
(iv) A=6 and v==2, 6 (mod 12).

LEMMA 2.2. ([3J). A cyclic D 1 (v) exists if and only if v == 1,4,7
(mod 12).

DEFINITION 2. 3. A (G, K) -system is a set of ordered pairs {(ar, br) I
r=l, 2, "', k} such that br-ar=r for r=l, 2, ... , k and Ur=lk {an br} =
{1,2, ... , k/2, k/2+2, ... , 2k+ I}.

LEMMA 2.4. A (G,K)-system exists if and only if k==O (mod 2).

Proof. Since k/2 is an integer, k must be even. Conversely, let k=
2t. Then

{(t+l-r,t+l+r), (2t+l+r, 4t+2-r)lr=I, ... ,t}

is a (G, k)-system.

LEMMA 2.5. If v==10 (mod 12), then there exists a cyclic D2 (v).

Proof. Let v=12t+l0, t ~ °and let {(ar,br) \r=l, 2, ... ,4t+2} be a
(G,4t+2)-system. Then

{ [0, 1, 12t+9J, [0,2, 6t+6J},
{[0, r, br+4t+2J, [br+4t+2, r, OJ Ir=l, 2, ... , 4t+2}

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic D2 (12t+ 10).
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LEMMA 2.6. If V == 3 or 21 (mod 24), then there exists a cyclic Ds(v).

Proof. L~t v=6k+3, k == 0 or 3 (mod 4), and let {(an br) Ir=l, 2,
.. ', k} be a (C, k)-system. Then

{[O, 2k+1, 4k+2J, [4k+2, 2k+1, OJ},
{[O,r, br+kJ, [br+k,r,OJlr=I,2, ... , k taken three times}

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic Ds(6k+3) where k==O or 3
(mod 4).

LEMMA 2.7. There exists a cyclic D s (9). '

Proof. A collection of starter blocks of a cyclic Ds(9) IS.

[0, 4, 5J, [0,7, 8J, [0,2, 7J, [0,3,6J,
, , [5,4, OJ, [8,7, OJ, [7,2, OJ, [6,3, OJ.

LEMMA 2.8. If v==90rI5(mod24), then there exists a cyclic Ds(v).

Proof. The case '0=9 has been treated in Leinma 2.7. Let v=6k+
3, k == 1 or 2 (mod 4), k::;l:l, and let {(ar, br) Ir=l, 2, ... ; k} be a
(D, k) -system. Then

{CO, 2k+l, 4k+2J, [4k+2, 2k+l, OJ},
{[O, r, br+k, r, OJ Ir=l, 2, ..., k taken three times}

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic Ds(6k+3) where k== 1 or
(mod 4), k::;l:l.

,LEMMA 2.9. If v == 5 (mod 6), then there exists a cyclic Ps (v).

Proof. Let v == 5 (mod 6). Then

{[0, r, v-rJ, [v-r, r, oJ 1r=l, 2, ..., (v-I) /2}
is a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic D s(v) •

DEFINITION 2. 10. A (S, 4t-1) -system is a set of ordered pairs {(ar,
br) Ir=I,2, ..., 4t-l} ~'Uch that br-ar =r for r=I,2, ..., 4t-l, aSt=
3t and Ur=14t-l {an br }= {l, 2, ... ,4t-l, 4t+1, ... , 8t-l}.

LEMMA 2.11. A '(S,4t-1)-system exists if and only if t~1.

Proof. Case 1. t == 1 (mod 2). Let

A: «t+l)/2+1-r, (t+l)/2+r) , r=I,2, ... , (t+l)/2
B: «3t+1) /2-r, (3t+ 1) /2+r), r=I,2, ... , (t-3) /2 (t>3)
C: (4t+r, 8t-r), r=I,2, .•., (3t-l)/2
D: «7t+l)/2-r, (llt-l)/2+r), r=1,2, ...,t
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E: ((3t+1)/2, (5t-1)/2) (t>l)
F: (2t-1+r, 4t-r), r=1,2, ... , (t-1)/2 (t>l).

Then A UB UCUD UE UF is a (S, 4t-1)-system where t =:.1 (mod 2).
Case 2. t =:. 0 (mod 2). Let

A: (2, 4t+1), (13t/2, 13t/2+1), (t/2+2,3t/2+2), (1, t+2)
B: (4t+l+r, S't-r), r=I,2, ... ,3t/2-2
C: (5t/2+r, 13t/2-r), r=l, 2, ... , t
D: (2t+r, 4t-r), r=I,2, ,t/2-1 (t>2)
E: (2+r, t+2-r), r=I,2, , t/2-1 (t>2)
F: (t+2+r, 2t+1-r), r=1,2, ... , t/2-2 (t>4)
G: (3t/2+1, 5t/2) (t>2).

Then A UB UCUD UE UFUG is a (S, 4t-l)-system where t =:. o(mod
2).

LEMMA 2.12. If v =:. 0 (mod 12), then there exists a cyclic Ds(v).

Proof· Let v=12t and let {(ar>br)lr=I,2, ... , 4t-l} be a (S, 4t--
1)-system. Then

[0, 4t, StJ, [St, 4t, OJ,
{ Car> br, OJ Ir=l, 2, ... , 4t-l taken three times}

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic Ds(12t) , t~ 1.

LEMMA 2. 13. If v == 8 (mod 12), then there exists a cyclic Ds (v).

Proof. Let v=12t+S, t~O, and let {Car> br) Ir=l, 2, ... , 6t+3} be
an (E,6t+3)-system (see [lJ). Then

{[O, 6t+4, 3t+2J},
{[O, r, brJ, [br, r, OJ Ir=l, 2, ... , 6t+3}

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic Ds(12t+S), t~O.

LEMMA 2.14. If v=:.6 (mod 12), then there exists a cyclic D6 (v).

Proof. Let v =:. 6t and t = 1, 3, 5 (mod 6).
Case 1. t=:.3 (mod 6). Then

{[0, t, 5tJ, [0, t, 5tJ, [5t, t, OJ, [0, 2t, 4tJ },
{[0,3t+l-r,rJ, [r,3t+l-r,OJlr=I,2, , t taken three times},
{ [0, r, 7t-rJ, [7t-r, r, OJ Ir=t+ 1, t+2, , 2t-1 taken three times}

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic D6 (6t) where t=:. 3 (mod 6).
Case 2. t =:. 1 or 5 (mod 6). Then
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{CO, t, StJ, [0, t, StJ, eSt, t, OJ, [0, 2t, 4tJ} ,
{CO, 3r, 2t-3+6rJ, [2t-3+6r, 3r, oJ \r=l, 2, ..., t taken three

times} ,
{CO, 3r, 6r-4tJ, [6r-4t, 3r, OJ Ir=t+1, t+2, ..., 2t-l taken three

times} (t>l)

are a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic D6 (6t) where t ==. 1 or S
(mod 6).

DEFINITION 2. IS. A (H, k)-system is a set of ordered pairs {Car, br) I
r=I,2, ..., k-l} such that br-ar=2r+2 for r=I, 2, , k-l and Ur=l
k-l tar> br} = {2r+ llr=l, 2, ... , (3k-3)/2, (3k+ 1) /2, , 2k-l}.

LEMMA 2. 16. A (H, k) -system exists if and only if k == 1 (mod 2),
k*l.

Proof. Necessity is obvious. For sufficiency, let k == 1 (mod 2) and
k*l.

A: (1+2r, 2k-I-2r), r=I,2..•, (k-3)/2 (k>3)
B: (2k-3+2r, 4k+I-2r), r=I,2, ... , (k-l)/2
C: (k, 3k-2).

The A UB UC is a (H, k)-system.

DEFINITION 2. 17. An (I, k)-system is a set of ordered pairs {(ar> br) I
r=I,2, ..., k} such that br -ar=r for r=I,2, ... , k and Ur=lk tar, br} =
{I, 2, ..., k-l, k+1, ... , 2k+ I}.

LEMMA 2. 18. If k == 2 (mod 4), then there exists an (1, k)-system.

Proof. k=2: (4, S), (1,3).
Let k=4t+2, t~l.

A: (r, 4t-r+2), r=I,2, ... , 2t
B: (4t+r+3, 8t-r+4), r=I,2, ..•,t-I (t>I)
C: (St+r+2, 7t-r+3), r=1,2, ...,t-l (t>l)
D: (2t+l, 6t+2), (6t+3, 8t+4), (4t+3, 8t+S), (7t+3, 7t+4).

Then AUBUCUD is an (1, 4t+2)-system, t~l.

DEFINITION 2. 19. A! (J, 2t+1) -system is a set of ordered pairs {(ar>
br) \r=I,2, ..., 2t+I} such that br-ar=r for r=I,2, ..., 2t+I and
Ur=12t- 1 tar, br} = {I, 2, ..•, 4t, 4t, 4t}.

LEMMA 2.20. If t == 1 (mod 2), then there exists a (J, 2t+I)-system.
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Proof. t= 1: (3,4), (2,4), (1,4).
Let t = 1 (mod 2), t>1.

A: (r, t-l-r), r=l, 2, ... , t-2
B: (2t+l+r, 4t+l-r), r=l, 2, ... , (t-l)/2
C: (3t-r, 3t+r), r= 1,2, ... , (t-3) /2 (t>3)
D: (t-l,3t), (t,2t-l), (2t,4t), (2t+1,4t), ((7t-l)/2, (7t+

1) /2).

Then AUBUCUD is a (J,2k+l)-system where t=1 (mod 2), t>1.

DEFINITION 2.21. A (K, 2t+ I)-system is a set of ordered pairs {(ar>
br) \r=l, 2, ... , 2t+l} such that br-ar=r for r=l, 3, 4, ... , 2t+l, b2-a2
= 1, and Ur;l2t+1 tar, br} = {I, 2, ... , 4t, 4t, 4t}.

LEMMA 2.22. If t =0 (mod 2), then there exists a (K, 2t+1) -system.

Proof. t=2: (1,2), (6,7), (5,8), (4,8), (3,8).
t=4: (3,4), (15,16), (5,8), (12,16), (11, 16), (7, 13), (2,9), (6,14),

(1,10) .
Let t =0 (mod 2), t~6.

A: (2t+4+r,4t+l-r), r=1,2, ... , t-3
B: (3+r,2t-l-r), r=l, 2, ... , t/2-3 (t>6)
C: (t+ 1-r, t+3+r), r=l, 2, ... , t/2-2
D: (1, t+1), (2,2t+2), (3,2t+l), (2t-1, 2t), (t+2,3t+3),

(t+3, 3t+2), (2t+3, 4t), (2t+4, 4t), (t/2+ 1, t/2+2).

Then A UB UCUD is a (K, 2t+ I)-system where t = ° (mod 2), t~6.

LEMMA 2. 23. If v =2 (mod 12), then there exists a cyclic D6 (v).

Proof. Let v=12t+2, t~1.

Case 1. t = 1 (mod 2).
A collection of starter blocks: B=B1 UB2 UB3 UB4 UBs UB6

where

Bl : {CO, 2, 6t+2J, [0,2, 12tJ, [0, 9t+2, 3tJ}
B2: {CO, 2br> 2arJ Ir= 1,2, ... , t-l} (t>1)

where {(ar,br)!r=1,2, ... ,t-l} is a (H,t)-system,

B3 : {CO, r, brJ Ir= 1, 2, ... , Gt}

where {(ar> br) Ir= 1, 2, ... , 6t} is an (1, 6t) -system,

B4 : {CO, r, brJ, [br, r, OJ Ir= 1,2, ... , 6t}
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where {(ar> br) ]r=l, 2, ..., 6t} is a (B,6t)-system,

B5 : {CO, r, 12t+2-rJIr=l, 3, ... , 3t-2, 3t+2, .••, 6t-1, r is odd}
Bs: {[2t+ 1+br' r, OJ =1,2, ..., 2t+ I}

where {Car' br) lr=l, 2, ..., 2t+1} is a (J,2t+1)-system.
Case 2. t=O (mod 2).

A collection of starter blocks: B = BI UB2 UB3 UB4 UBI) UBs
where

El: {[2, 0, 1J}
B2 : {CO, r, brJ, [0, r, brJ, [br' r, OJ Ir=l, 2, .•., 6t}

where {(ar> br) Ir=l, 2, ... , 6t} is an (A,6t)-system,

B3 : {[br+2t+1,r,OJ, [br+2t+1,1,OJlr=1,3,4, ... ,2t+1}

where {(ar> br) Ir=1, 2, ..., 2t+ I} is a (K, 2t+ 1) -system,

B4 : {[0,2r,2(br+t)Jlr=1,2, ...,t}

where {(ar>br)lt=1,2, .••,t} is an (A,t)-system or a (B,t)-system
depending on t ==° (mod 4) or t == 2 (mod 4),

B5 : {CO, r, 12t+2-rJ Ir=l, 3, ... , 3t+1, r is odd}
B6 : {CO, 12t+2-r, rJ Ir=3t+3, 3t+5, .••, 6t-1, r is odd}.

In each case, B is a collection of starter blocks of a cyclic Ds(12t+2).

Summarizing, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.24. A cyclic DJ. (v) exists if and only if

(i) A== 1, 5 (mod 6) and v == 1, 4, 7 (mod 12) or
(ii) A== 2, 4 (mod 6) and v == 1 (mod 3) or
(iii) A== 3 (mod 6) and v == 0, 1, 3 (mod 4) or
(iv) A== ° (mod 6) and v ~3.
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